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Transition Bro Gwaun (TBG)
is a grassroots organisation, based in Fishguard and connected to the
global Transition Network. We set up and grow local, practical, low carbon
projects that the community wants and the environment needs.
transitionbrogwaun@phonecoop.coop
transitionbrogwaun.org.uk
c/o Abergwaun Gateway Club, off Clive Road, Fishguard, Pembrokeshire,
SA65 9DA
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Creative Climate Communications Toolkit
A resource for groups and individuals wishing to develop arts based events and
activities to facilitate community conversations about climate change
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Principles
These principles are drawn from the patterns that emerged from the season of arts based climate events
undertaken by Transition Bro Gwaun and our supporters. They overlap with the Toolkit Practicalities and
are intended to support you to have confidence in starting your own creative climate communications.
The details of why, what, when, where and how you plan your activities will be unique to your own
context and interests.

1. Start with what you know
In the same way an ecosystem evolves to suit its environment, start on firm ground and branch out from
there. Consider what is appropriate and relevant to the people and places in your local area. Draw on the
resources around you, local artists, schools, groups and networks who are working towards a healthy,
thriving community and have the capacity to initiate change and make a difference. This also is
economical and a low risk in terms of your resources, be they funds or energy.

2. Diversity is valuable
All thriving projects value diversity, and climate issues particularly present complex and varied feelings
and opinions. Choose creative mediums that can work with this, such as participatory theatre, humour,
music and community artworks. Build on good relations in the community to face the 'difficult
conversations' required by these challenging times. Run events that showcase diverse acts and reach a
wide range of different people. Consider different venues, such as the buildings of inspirational projects
or outdoor settings in your local landscape.

3. Integrate to cultivate beneficial relationships
Together we are stronger, just like a forest is sustained by many complex interactions. Joining with other
groups and scheduled events is an efficient way to build strong community relationships, combine
resources and create fertile interactions. Combine the creative activities with information and links to
ways people can make a difference and to build understanding of the issues. 'Eco anxiety' is
understandably increasing and our young people are particularly vulnerable to despair and overwhelm.
The arts, whether participatory theatre, comedy, crafts or community visioning, offer a powerful method
to overcome isolation on climate issues.

4. Include the quiet voices
Whether as audiences or participants, young people, minority and vulnerable groups' views are often
overlooked and yet offer so much. Climate and ecological issues require all sections of society to have a
stake in the future and to experience themselves as part of a living earth worthy of our care and
attention. Children in particular know and understand more than we realise and have a great capacity to
face the challenges creatively and with a warrior spirit. Support quiet voices and respect their ideas and
wherever possible follow them up with action.

5. Plan then flow
All of nature has a blueprint yet creatively responds to its environment. Similarly, have a strong structure
and respond to feedback. Be organised in booking venues, artists and participants well in advance. With
a good plan, you can experiment and allow for creative and unexpected outcomes to emerge. Devise
clear aims and outcomes so that events are targeted and effective. Consider collecting explicit
evaluations and feedback from the organisers, participants and audiences to keep you on track and for
your next event. Enjoy the magic of the arts and creativity to transform insurmountable problems into
solutions and for their ripple effect in the community and into the future.
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Process
Here is a simple design process to plan an effective and enjoyable creative climate communication
event.

Survey





The passions and interests of your group
Scout local talent, venues and contacts
Check for suitable existing events to collaborate with
Consider how much time, money and volunteer hours are available.

Create a mission statement





Collect together the different ideas for events in your group
Combine them into a written brief of one or more activities
Have clear aims and outcomes as a flexible guide to your efforts
Articulate your mission creatively, e.g. make a joint vision board.

Analyse your options




Weigh up the pros and cons in terms of effort required to benefits to be gained in terms of time,
money and energy
Troubleshoot potential logistical problems e.g. access to venues, timings on the day, details of
facilities and clashing with other events
Consider your event may stimulate contentious issues and strong feelings in your community and
how you are going to meet this.

Design and publicise your event






Make a plan, include timings, costings, equipment, publicity, refreshments and clear roles to carry
out all the tasks involved
Remember to contact schools, venues and artists well in advance, be prepared to liaise with
them for some months before the day
Publicise the events in different places, including local noticeboards, press releases and social
media
Use ‘word of mouth’ – seek opportunities to talk to others and get them to help spread the news
Promote as early as possible and repeatedly up to the event.

Evaluate and feedback



Did you meet your intended aims e.g. raising awareness, providing solutions or handling difficult
issues with respect?
Within your group, what went well and what would you do differently next time?

Key Resources
www.52climateactions.com
www.transitionnetwork.org
http://tdd.org.ua/en/declaration-principles-theatre-oppressed
www.robhopkins.net/the-book
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Practicalities
Here are the core elements of the toolkit and are the main points to remember in designing and
delivering your activities and events.

People







Start with your own or your group's creative
interests
Use local artists, existing networks and
contacts
Harness the power of participation and
include the audience in the event
Include young people, they are full of
knowledge and solutions
Community arts processes build
togetherness, resolution and empowerment,
which are vital in the face of big issues
Provide refreshments and travel expenses
for artists and volunteers when possible

Places






Choose venues that are inspiring and / or
relevant to the community
Experiment with varied settings that suit
different audiences and create different
effects
Join in with existing events to have a
wider reach to new faces and benefit
from different groups interacting
Select venues and events which provide
good facilities, such as parking, toilets
and refreshments
Use the space to provide multiple
activities for different tastes

Ideas and Information





Have a clear focus on what you wish to address and communicate this clearly to the artists,
especially with events that are open to the public to perform at
Combine activities and performances with information stalls and links to relevant groups, so that
people have a tangible next step to address the issues raised
Use the event to publicise the next event or other relevant arts activities
Consider your aims and the outcomes you wish to generate
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Creative Processes









Select good quality acts ensure climate change issues
are clearly conveyed and
presented in an enjoyable way
Arts and crafts engage the
head, heart and hands, people
relax, creating ripe conditions
for dialogue, and something of
meaning to take home
Participatory theatre creates
dialogue, innovative solutions,
and gives everyone a voice
Comedy processes grief and
frustration, changes fixed
opinions and laughter releases
energy to take action
Murals and group art projects
have a ripple effect and are a
visible legacy in the community

Attitudes and Approach








Be aware climate change and ecological issues
evoke strong feelings and diverse opinions
Contention can create positive dialogue, but be
mindful to develop good relations and gain support
from your community - this will help when engaging
in 'difficult conversations' around climate issues and
dealing with disagreement and hostility
Use creative processes and participation to address
despair and find solutions, especially with young
people
Have clear aims, model solutions and make available
useful resources and contacts so people are not left
alone with overwhelming issues
Use a diversity of creative forms, different audiences
and venues to see what works best
Have respect, flexibility and an inclusive approach,
as together we are stronger.
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Research
Analysis and Feedback from Arts Based Climate Crisis Events
Transition Bro Gwaun 2019
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Transition Bro Gwaun: Arts Based Climate Crisis Events:
Evaluation 2019
In response to the declaration of a climate emergency
and the imperative to cultivate ecosystem and
community resilience, Transition Bro Gwaun (TBG) in
conjunction with supporters, community organisations
and Renew Wales devised a series of arts based events
to highlight the issues and empower people to take
action. Part of the arts based events programme was to
reach a different audience than TBG would traditionally
engage with.
Between July and November 2019 we engaged 100s of
people in workshops and events, through theatre, music,
comedy, arts and craft, information stalls, parades, street
mural and visioning. This was possible by building on
good, established relationships with artists and local
organisations and the voluntary input and goodwill of
many people. As each event had a different flavour,
there is some variance between the monitoring and
evaluation methods used, the common ground being to
assess:
Owain Roach at Glasfryn Escapes Open
 awareness of the causes of climate change
Mic night
 the consequences of not doing something now
 empowerment to face and engage with the issues
 individual actions taken up 'that make a difference.'
Below are the specific feedbacks for each event from various angles.

'Play in a Week' above Fishguard harbour
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Gwaunfest (17/7/19)
TBG took Wastebuster activities to Ysgol Bro Gwaun's Gwaunfest event and also publicised the
upcoming arts and theatre opportunities for young people. It was also an opportunity to strengthen the
relationship with a local school and to be a gentle start to our programme of summer events.

Feedback from co-ordinators



Some school staff have requested more be done to address solutions due to general despair
affecting children in the school on the issue of climate emergency. Specifically practical actions
requested.
This aspect is taken very seriously by TBG and the adults involved and crucial to meet the lack of
solutions being presented by the media.

Gwaunfest: an annual event at Ysgol Bro Gwaun
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Theatre Forum workshop (8/8/19)
Gill Dowsett led a day long workshop to devise a piece of Forum Theatre (FT) to perform at the Ocean
Guardians event on the 18th of August. FT aims to empower people to address difficult issues, give
everyone a voice and affect change in your own life. Despite a press release, posters and promotion at
Gwaunfest, attendance was small, only 5 adults and 1 child came along. However, as with the Transition
towns ethos, FT embraces the principle 'whoever comes are the right people'.
An introduction to the process and warm up games were followed by everyone suggesting ideas for the
core sketch around which would form the basis for the interactions at the performance the following
week. We constructed 3 sketches in pairs and experienced the way in which a simple interaction
provides scope for diverse and complex issues to be explored and to be met with resolution and
togetherness. During the day conversations on these themes established a sense of common ground
and how this made us feel less overwhelmed and alone and empowered to continue or step up our
activity in regards to mitigating climate change.

Forum Theatre warm up games
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Participants’ Feedback
Person

Why attending?

Feeling 1- General feedback at Feeling 110 at start end
10 at end
of
workshop

3 words to sum up
how you feel in
relation to climate
crisis after
workshop

1

Concern for future
and grandchildren
Theatre forum
practitioner.
Wish to be part of
the change.

9.5

10

privileged
excited
home

2

Support my child's
interest in theatre
and the
environment.
Adult helpers were
requested

6

Good to be with a
group of other
concerned people.

10

encouraged
grounded
inspired

3

Wanted to come.

7

Done lots of theatre, 10
first time though on
eco issues. Very
helpful.

courageous
happy
proud

4

Interest in FT for
20yrs, never tried
before.

7

Impressed by the
8
scope of the
process to deal with
such difficult issues.

inspired
empowered
revived

5

Interested in arts as 5
means to effect
change to meet
issues.

Can see the scope
and power in the
method for finding
ways forward.

7

connected
optimistic
impatient

6

Work as TBG
waste coordinator
and wished to join
in.

Reassuring that
9
other people are
thinking and caring,
not alone,
confidence that we
can do something
that matters.

connected
inspired
happy

8

All participants said that they were a 5, on a scale of 1-5, as to how empowered they felt following the
workshop.
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Ocean Guardians (18/8/19)
TBG borrowed a marquee and set up at the Sea Trust event, with the initial thought of performing Forum
Theatre piece as described above. Space in the marquee allowed us to have information stalls and
activities, engaging people and providing practical advice to meet the challenges of climate change.
Wastebusting activities throughout the day included demonstrating natural wax covers to replace cling
film, a clothes swap, and making bags and bracelets from old T - shirts. TBG also invited Pembrokeshire
Permaculture to take part with information on a range of solutions, from individual actions to global
practices, such as regenerative agriculture. Fishguard Extinction Rebellion (XR) brought information
about their campaign, their pink boat, played folk music and had craft activities on their stall.
The response of most people who attended Ocean Guardians Day was positive, although one negative
comment was reported regarding the presence of XR. TBG members expressed that this in itself
stimulates discussion and that controversial issues are part of the 'difficult conversation' they are
committed to having to raise awareness.
TBG had a formal table to capture people's views and evaluate the effectiveness of the day near the
entrance to the marquee. This was effective in promoting dialogue and evaluating the outcomes of our
efforts for future events.
Participating in an existing event (the annual Ocean Guardians Day) was a great way to reach lots of
people, including new people. It also meant, the event was publicised well by a number of different
groups in different media. The climate arts activities benefited from the diversity of other activities taking
place, and from the venue infrastructures, such as cafe, parking and toilets.
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Feedback from Ocean Guardian's event
Big charts were used to give a simple, visible method for people to give their views on the following:

1.Everyone can make a difference: what can I do?
Tick favourite area to take action:
There was equal support for food,
energy, waste, home, shop, community,
transport, nature and campaigning.
People added extra categories of
education, politics, litter, localism.
In conversation through the day, many
people stated that all the issues are
interconnected.
People in general ticked where they
wished to see action rather than which
area they were likely to act on.
Recommend in future we know which
outcome is useful or desired, and either
make two charts for these two different
questions (where would you like to see
change/action compared to which area
will you change your habits or take
action on), or be clear which question is
being asked. This would provide a
clearer roadmap for the focus of future
activities generated by the group,
potentially help people follow up on
their opinions with action in their own
lives, and indicate what support the
community needs to be more resilient.
Specific suggestions/comments people gave were noted separately throughout the day:










on food waste issues, government should legislate out packaging, make it easier to buy loose
veg etc
buy less and leave packaging at till or checkout
system change required. (2 people)
structural problems, policy level action required and I don't mean carbon taxing
government should provide real incentive and support for agriculture to become sustainable
education should cultivate eco citizenship
more provision at recycling points as people leave excessive amounts and waste piles up e.g.
West St car park
standardisation creates waste and pollution
aggressive approach by some green groups is unwelcome when my opinion differs.
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2. Why are we doing these events?
Tick which issues you think we are addressing:
Ticks were in the sectors for awareness about
climate crisis, raising awareness of eco issues,
society change and reducing environmental
impact.
We included this question after feedback at
TBG's regular wastebusting workshops showed
some people thought it was to save money
rather than promote ecologically sound
practices.
This feedback suggests the purpose of our
activities was well understood and that we
communicated on the issues we wished to
address.

3. Do the wastebusting activities and information stalls help you engage with the
climate crisis and inspire you to take action?
Put an x on the
continuum to show
where you feel
between hopeless and
inspired to act.
36 respondents, equal
spread from neutral to
very inspired, slightly
more x's around the 7
out of 10 mark.
In general conversation
people were positive
this was useful and
heartening.
Feedback was also
collected from the
people who manned
the stalls during the
day, many of whom
have lots of experience
at this to compare it with. Specific short feedback forms were created for them and we asked them to
evaluate the day around the 3 main aims of how they felt it went in terms of:




raising awareness of climate change and ecological crisis issues?
empowering people and engage with the issues?
identifying actions that people can do 'that make a difference'.
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TBG Feedback
Becky Wastebuster, Brian, Lesley and Debs.

What went well?





people felt change possible
dialogue and engagement with each other, new faces
upcycled bracelet activity engaged children well, meant parents were happy and relaxed and
therefore happy to engage and with the issues
arts and crafts breaks down barriers and powerfully reaches people

Challenging?


very cold and hungry.

Unexpected or interesting outcomes?




new faces
there was a perception that recycling bags ended up in landfill and this needs following up.
general confusion around the difference between plastic pollution and climate change

Pembrokeshire Permaculture Feedback
Howard Martin and Dot Jackson.

What went well?





face painting, plaster mould activities
some awareness raised
forum theatre very productive in creating discussion
encouraged by people already doing lots e.g. wildlife ponds.

Challenging?



got a bit chilly
freezing and hungry

Unexpected outcomes?



met lots of people, some I haven't seen for 28 years
people signed up to our mailing list

Extinction Rebellion Feedback
What went well?


engaging children with our pink boat, puffin and crafts; and through the children we reached the
adults.

Challenging?


dealing with negative perceptions of XR e.g. the Heathrow drone protest (which was never
implemented as XR decided it would be detrimental.)

Unexpected outcomes?



craft activities went very well
multi tasking, tourism and left luggage service!

Following the Forum Theatre, described below, Sian from XR gave a talk on why they are taking direct
action. Over 20 people listened and at the end were asked through a show of hands whether following
the talk they felt more hopeless or more inspired about facing the challenge of the climate crisis.
Unanimously, people voted they felt better for hearing it.
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Forum Theatre
Three sketches were performed on the topics below to stimulate a process of dialogue and solutions:




buying cheaper food rather than more sustainable food
throwing plastic away and recycling
carpets, recycled alternatives and impacts

The audience, spect-actors, were then invited to interrupt the
sketches, explore the issues, and offer alternatives to solve
the challenges. A number of children readily got on stage
and took part, adults also contributed from the audience.
People were willing to discuss and open to information, and
the complexity and contradictions of our actions felt like they
could be tackled through this process without anyone getting
offended or feeling stupid. In particular, the process gave the
young people present a voice and they participated with
confidence, creativity and enthusiasm.

A big chart asked the same question as with the other activities:

Did the Forum Theatre help you engage with the climate crisis and inspire you to take
action?
Put an X on the continuum to show where you
feel between hopeless and inspired to act.
11 respondents, equal spread, slightly more x's
around the 7 out of 10 mark.
The theatre spect-actors ( participating
audience) were invited to feedback through 3
questions on short forms left on the seats: we
received 14 completed forms out of an
audience of about 50.
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Collated Audience Feedback Responses
Transition Bro Gwaun would love to hear your views following this event...
Did you learn something about climate change and environmental issues? if so what?















Excellent, children/young people beautifully engaged. Learnt lot about carpets as I was thinking to
cover my wooden floors- maybe not.
Found out about recycled underlay.
That even if more expensive, environmental options are worth it.
Yes. Get eco carpet.
It's good to look for solutions.
Children are very aware of these issues.
Yes. That some people think it's pointless doing anything.
Yes. People care.
Yes.
Always. Music, theatre, arts, science and more. Naughty to burn toxic fuel oil.
That rubber and foam are bad for the environment.
That foam takes thousands of years to evaporate.
Value of discussion.
Encouraged by the young people's knowledge, they said it was great fun and educational.

How do you feel about the issues now e.g. hopeless, inspired, the same as before!















Inspired by the positive approach and looking at issues.
Inspired.
Like I should do something.
Inspired.
Inspired.
A little more inspired and less hopeless.
Same as before.
Hopeless.
Hopeful and determined.
Always inspired, have to be.
I feel inspired because I never knew how bad plastic is for the environment.
Inspired!!
Inspired.
Inspired.

Everyone can make a difference. What action do you feel inspired to take?














Leave my house without carpets and put the energy into the garden or let the garden look after itself.
Sharing information.
Don't get cheap 49p stuff.
Think carefully about the consequences of something (of what I buy.)
Work on my greenhouse to grow my own nectarines (I live in hope!)
Carry on recycling and making informed choices.
More consideration of the impact of personal choices.
Use less plastic and recycle more.
Good to see community spirit and Ocean Lab being used. Global people power, ban toxic oil, take
over the World Bank.
To use as little plastic as possible.
Buy less plastic.
Find out more.
Help organise more theatre.
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Forum Theatre Leader's Feedback
1. How did you find the planning process working with TBG to put on these events?
(Positive, negative and unexpected outcomes.)
I’m always a little hesitant at the beginning of any prospective project as the processes involved in
Forum Theatre (Theatre of the Oppressed) are complex to explain. This truly is experiential learning.
TBG were clearly open to understanding which helped immensely. Though I knew, as always and
understandably, the proof of the pudding would be in the eating. There are many levels to this work and
after 25 years I am still learning too. I was also concerned that people’s perceived fears might hinder
the potential - the work deals with emotions in all of their many forms. Climate change can by nature tap
into existential anxiety.
2. What do you think was the general feeling of the audience to environmental issues and climate
change?
The audience had chosen to be there and thus were clearly prepared to engage with the issues. The
children present (maybe with less free will to be there), nevertheless engaged incredibly with the
process of challenging attitudes and finding solutions. This is often the case. I still think that Forum
Theatre is a great way to engage people in dialogue. There are within the body of work (Theatre of the
Oppressed) a set of principles that are important to work within.
3. How did you find it working with them on these issues?


what went well?



what was challenging?



any unexpected outcomes?

See above response

4. Do you think people felt more able, less able, or the same as when they arrived, to face
environmental challenges and take action after the theatre?
One of the many aspects of Forum Theatre that I really hold to be of importance is the way it reminds
us of our similarities, particularly on an emotional level. There is great sustenance and relief in knowing
we are not alone. With issues as big as this, it is so important to acknowledge our truths (truth is
therapeutic – Augusto Boal). The audience laughter and dialogue at this event – matched a sense of we
are all in this together and I think this releases energy to be activated to change.
5. Did they come up with actions? any examples welcome!
Yes – reminding the “litter bug” that plastic can kill sea creatures.
That you can take your own paper bags when buying fruit etc.
That small actions can make you feel empowered.
Many options and alternatives to using rubber/plastic underlay with carpets.
Ideas of who needs information and where to find it. Etc.
6. General comments / ideas for taking these themes forward
I have sooo much more I could say – many many examples of how this way of engaging with people
has worked in the past, present and it’s potential, what it provides, etc etc etc However, for fear of
letting my passion spill over – I better end now or it’ll be a book!
I remain open to dialogue and motivated to do what I can – my grandchildren are motivation enough!
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Play in a Week and Coastal Path Performance (19-24/8/19)
Outcasts summer school agreed to join with TBG by focusing their 'Play in a Week' on the climate crisis.
21 young people attended and were given the theme of #What can I do? They enthusiastically
performed the finished work which was well received by family, friends and general visitors along the
coast path on the Saturday night. The young people made a series of sketches and interactive pieces
addressing pollution, waste, attitudes and biodiversity and species loss. Like the Forum Theatre event
the power of young people to engage an audience made this event very potent and worthwhile.

Leader's feedback
Positive:




incredible level of understanding of the issues.
creative and effective theatre independently devised by participants.
diverse, humorous and powerful art.

Negative:


unviable to combine with a carnival float due to insurance and time required.

Interesting:


the young people engaged the issue from a place of empowerment, they were not despairing,
more like attacked the theme with a warrior spirit.
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Fishguard and Goodwick Carnival (24/8/19)
The local Extinction Rebellion group (XR) had asked to have a Carnival float and had initially been
accepted, but due to some local concerns XR was requested not to attend the carnival following tension
on social media sites. It seems the demands of XR have been associated with extreme vegan positions
and taken as an attack on farming. This was resolved peacefully – by withdrawing but asking for ongoing
discussion with the Carnival organisers - this indicates more understanding of the issues would be useful
to cultivate positive, non divisive solutions on both sides.
TBG, working with the Outcast Theatre youth group, had also planned to have a Carnival float but then
decided against this, largely because of the time and work required and the feeling that it was not the
best event to initiate a climate conversation and that it would be very difficult to monitor and evaluate the
effectiveness. TBG, considering this later, concluded it probably was inappropriate to have a float
powered by a diesel tractor as it was giving the wrong message on emissions, and probably in the future
a ‘walking’ entry would be more appropriate.

The carnival is a popular local event
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Aberjazz Parade (25/8/19)
Members of Extinction Rebellion and TBG joined in a small parade with
a lively jazz band from the Gorsedd to Fishguard Town Hall. The
activists were requested to not bring placards and instead used fancy
dress, some depicting the XR 'dead canaries' concept, and their model
pink boat (a symbol of the boat allowed to occupy Oxford Circus at
London demonstration in April.)
About 6 onlookers were interviewed for their feedback, plus supporters
fed back informal conversations they had had, or overheard. Due to the
diffuse nature of the event it was limited to get an overview of how the
climate crisis aspect was perceived.

Main Feedback








General confusion over the dead canary
costumes, a number of people assumed
they were chickens and a few people
expressed they liked the 'chickens' being
involved. However, agreed the discussion
that ensued was fruitful to raise awareness
about species extinction and climate
change being a warning for the future of
humans.
General disapproval of protests that
disrupted everyday life and approval for
arts as a medium to raise awareness about
environmental issues. Concern the XR
pink boat would disrupt traffic.
Suggestion for more advertising of arts
climate events. e.g. on the Golden mile, as
many had been unaware of the theatre and
open mic events.
Feedback from the Aberjazz organisers
was very positive – they appreciated TBG
and XR taking part, and were grateful we
had not used banners as they felt it would
have looked like a climate change event.
They appreciated the absence of
information/banners meant many people
did not understand what the canaries nor
the pink boat depicted and suggested that
something explicit concerning climate and
ecological issues might be fine IF it was
humorous.
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XR members portraying 'the dead canaries'
concept, not chickens!!!

Open Mic Nights (8/19)
Organiser's Feedback
The intention was to provide open mic sessions at events that had already been planned and had a
regular audience. It was hoped to stimulate a conversation on the climate crisis among those who would
not normally attend such an event.
Two events were originally chosen. The first opportunity, at a barbecue at lower town Fishguard, was in
the end abandoned as an open mic venue as it was deemed unsuitable. The setting meant the audience
was intent on their meals and the view and not focused on the performance by Fishguard Folk group.
As we had never undertaken the organisation of such an event, we learnt that the venue needs to be
carefully chosen to lend itself to this type of event, specifically where the performance can be heard,
seen and is welcome.
The second event at Glasfryn Escapes was agreed after viewing the site and discussing it with the
organisers, and was much more suitable for the reasons mentioned above.

Open Mic at Glasfryn Escapes 31/8/19
A variety of artists were invited to perform, including Owain Roach and Deb Winter. Local artists played
music, sang and performed poems. As normally happens at Glasfryn Escape evenings, the BBQ and bar
was provided by Cafe on the Quay. Between acts, Brian from TBG interjected short presentations from
local groups (Transition Bro Gwaun Community Fridge and Wastebusting, Greening Fishguard and
Goodwick and Extinction Rebellion), explaining ways people could get involved locally in activities
related to the climate crisis. It was encouraging that when the audience was asked who knew about the
community fridge and where it was, there were several people who did not know. This was very
encouraging as it meant we had reached a wider audience!
Approximately 20 members of the audience (approximately 60 people attended) were interviewed
informally for feedback on the event. As a general comment it would be worthwhile holding another open
mic session next summer and there is value in looking at providing 'entertainment' at an existing event to
reach a wider audience.

Owain Roach of National Theatre Wales

Deb Winter, storyteller
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Audience Feedback







When we laugh, we can change our minds and our fixed opinions.
The plastic comedy sketch was very effective.
Absolutely the arts is important for serious issues, reaching people through different channels is
key.
You have to be in the mood for this stuff to effect you.
Always events like these make sense, it's like pushing a snowball downhill, it gathers momentum
and power.
Why are you having a meat BBQ at a climate crisis event?

Feedback from TBG Organisers and Artists








Gazebo, lights and PA worked well.
Professional acts were brilliant, lots of good feedback on facebook.
Negative comments still had value for promoting discussion.
Invited back by venue.
Worked well to intersperse acts with info from local groups and how to get involved.
Acts that weren't booked in threw timing out a bit, and weren’t always about the climate crisis.
Payment or travel and food costs for artists would be great.

Do Differently Next Time




confirm acts earlier
advertise earlier
ensure performers have a clear brief to focus on the environment and the climate crisis.
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Climate Crisis Mural with Local Schools
As part of the 'Enhancing Pembrokeshire' funding, Becky the Wastebusting Project Leader, worked with
local schools and The Point youth club to produce artwork for a mural on the walls around Fishguard fire
station. Letters were hand posted to homes in the vicinity to communicate what was happening, as the
mural would be visible from some people's windows and the location is a frequently used footpath. The
children created pictures expressing their feelings around the climate crisis and plastic pollution. Then in
two workshops a professional artist worked with the children to create a vibrant mural from the original
artwork. 20 children took part in the actual mural workshops in October and November. The artist cost
£500, which covered the workshops, paints and his time to conceive the mural design.

TBG Coordinator's Feedback
The process began with casting the net wide by contacting all the
schools in the area as it is important to be as inclusive as possible
and make such a project open to many in the community. We did
considerable liaising with the schools over some months and press
releases in the local newspapers. It's important with a project like this
to make contact way in advance in order for schools to be able to
incorporate the activities into their timetables. 50 pieces of artwork
were created in the schools and Point youth centre which the artist
used to devise the mural concept, picking out specific images and
combining them into one piece.
However, on seeing the artists initial plan for the mural, we noted that
he’d focussed almost exclusively on the positive solutions that the
children had drawn but had given little space to the climate crisis
anxiety many were clearly expressing in their artwork. We stressed it
was important to acknowledge this too, so he made changes to
reflect this.
The owners of The Gateway centre and one local person expressed concern that a mural would 'open a
can of worms', sending out the message to young people that they could graffiti the buildings and walls
in the area. This led to the mural being relocated on the adjacent walls by the fire station (with their
permission) rather than in the Gateway carpark. With diplomacy, this difficulty was settled amicably and
did not become a major issue. However, we noted that referring to the artist as a graffiti artist, rather than
a mural artist, gave out the wrong signals and although graffiti is usually seen as a respectable art form
nowadays, that to some people it still raises concerns. Like other aspects of the 'difficult conversation'
around climate change, these points of contention can be useful for dialogue and need to be handled
with tact and respect for all viewpoints.
The young people created a diverse and powerful
collection of artwork, depicting their thoughts and
feelings around the climate crisis, issues of plastic
pollution in the oceans and in general about the
earth, animals and the impacts of contemporary
lifestyles on ecosystems.
TBG plan to create an exhibition of the 50
individual artworks to give further voice to the
young people's viewpoint and to extend the
creative climate conversation in our community.
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Positive Outcomes
Reaction to the finished mural has been good – lots of positive posts on facebook, excellent local media
coverage, and the Gateway Club itself are now very pleased with it as it significantly brightens up the
area. They particularly liked that many of the children had written their speech bubbles in Welsh.
The process itself has a ripple effect within the school eco clubs and at The Point. This has led to
dialogue and further exploration of the issues independently of the mural project. It will also have rippled
into family discussion and for the people who pass the mural.

The Point taking the issues forward outside of the mural project
A public mural is a legacy, its finished imagery is powerful and positive, as are the messages, e.g. 'Save
Our Seas' and 'Earth First'. The young people's voice is here for everyone to take notice of.
The artist also made every child who took part in the workshops a graffiti style name plaque to take
home.

Challenges
We're aware that spray paint has its
own environmental impact and we
learnt that more ecologically sound
options are soon to be available.
Everything in modern life has impacts
and we have to weigh up the benefits
of a project like this in raising
awareness and empowering the
community in relation to its negative
impact.

Interesting Outcomes
A mural lifts an area, gives a
neighbourhood a sense of place and
a feeling of community health and
wellbeing.
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Particpants’ Feedback
Mr Jones of Ysgol Wdig said it was great to get the children out of the classroom and mixing with other
schools. The LSA said 'the project was great.'

TBG Final Thoughts
There was not scope to get direct,
verbal feedback from the children
involved on this occasion. The
workshops were hands on and
packed with the practical activity,
involving lots of people, and a busy
workshop schedule. For anyone
organising a similar project, and if
evaluation and feedback is important
to what you are doing, it is best to
explicitly build it in to the timings and
activities. However, in this case the
importance was in the participants
process and the potential ripple
effects of the mural locally and within
the schools and youth group beyond
the making of the mural itself.
We look forward to the exhibition of
the 50 artworks in the near future.
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Pop Up Tomorrow (24/10/19)
As part of the Transition network's week of
national events, TBG hosted a 'Pop Up
Tomorrow' workshop. Participants engaged
in a range of activities to unleash our
imaginations and vision a resilient future as a
way of navigating the climate crisis. The
workshops are strongly linked to Rob
Hopkin's new book, 'From What Is To What
If: unleashing the Power of the Imagination to
Create the Future We Want'. This book is
based on years of research into the climate
and ecological crisis and the most effective
way to meet this challenge.
The poster received positive feedback and
enthusiasm for a creative approach to the
climate crisis on social media and at the TBG
AGM. However, the event was advertised at
short notice and on the day only five people
attended. This was felt to actually be perfect
as it allowed members of the core group of
TBG to hear each other's vision and
thoughts. Hopefully, this will help us to plan
our next steps as a group for our activities
and approach in the time ahead.
The workshop was also proposed as a taster
for a year long programme of monthly
events, Vision 2020, cultivating connection to
place and community.
The day began with each person sharing an
object that represented qualities of a resilient
and positive future.
We then explored what currently exists in our world as a positive force for transitioning to a resilient
future and mitigating the effects of climate change, and what we find challenging in making those
changes.

The workshop ended with making Vision Boards, a
useful technique for:
 harnessing the power of the imagination and
subconscious
 communicating complex feelings and sharing
diverse views
 forming connections between ideas
 giving confidence and impetus for ideas to
become reality.
This is the beauty of a joint vision.
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Participants’ Feedback
Positive:






experimenting and sharing; the right people definitely came!
colour, sentience, thoughtfulness and an integrated small group
a privilege to spend time with some wonderful people
focussed, travelling together
space to feel, not just think

Negative:






could have been warmer at Gateway building
spent long time preparing and challenged by tooth ache
it unleashed some grief in me (a good thing really) as it was a lovely group process
not finished my collage
began to feel very tired and headachy towards end

Interesting:






the images that emerged from the collage and time machine exercise
small group, good soup, Brian's art and Chris' vision
diving into other people's imaginations was fascinating
loved showing answers rather than intellectualising
a different and unexpected (time machine) vision of the future.

What are you drawn towards for 2020?






encouraged to work with others in TBG to do creative exercises to unleash potential
deep ecology, connection, art
consolidation, change, fun
fermenting, communicating
Jasmine's monthlies!!
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Conclusion and Next Steps
What Was Learnt And How To Take It Forwards
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Conclusion and Next Steps
The whole season of events has gone very well in achieving the outcomes of raising awareness of
climate and ecological issues and towards inspiring people to take action and providing resources for
them to do so. Even dealing with contentious issues is possible and constructive with creative
techniques and through the medium of the arts. Notably, it was agreed that if you know your community
and have cultivated good relations, then 'difficult conversations' were possible. This healthy dialogue is
the basis for meaningful action and building trust in a context of crisis and potential strain and conflict.
There was general confusion around the difference between plastic pollution and climate change.
Activities could be structured to unpick this and raise awareness of the causes and consequences of
both, this in turn may empower people to understand the impacts of their own lifestyles and the choices
they can make to meet the challenges of climate change, pollution and ecosystem repair.
Addressing the causes of climate change and adapting to them are different, though overlapping
spheres. By having a clear focus on desired outcomes and by presenting relevant solutions, this has the
potential to create a higher uptake of targeted actions e.g. reducing consumption reduces pollution and
its effects on ecosystems and reduces emissions, whereas restoring biodiversity mitigates climate
change and creates resilience to adapt to it.
Fear breeds fear, despair and anxiety creates disempowerment and apathy. We witnessed that humour,
crafts, visioning and theatre processes work with overwhelming challenges and deep feelings on many
levels and can transform despair and apathy into an ability to take action and the strength to face
difficulty, complexity and grief. We must also recognise that as adults we have a particular responsibility
to address our own fears, and to acknowledge those of our children and to provide opportunities for them
to manage their feelings. The theatre and mural activities particularly highlighted how, when children are
engaged and listened to, they are empowered to come up with creative solutions.
The evaluation of the events has been used as the basis of the Toolkit (the front of this document) for
using creative communication in relation to climate change. We trust the information in this document will
provide ideas and inspiration for all those working to engage their communities in a conversation about
climate change and to empower people to take action.
The process will be consolidated at a Renew Regional Event, hosted by TBG at the Gateway on 27th of
November. 50 people from diverse community groups will meet to share their learning and ideas,
network and plan ways forward. The day includes using Forum Theatre to explore 'blocks to getting
started' in communicating climate issues creatively; a presentation of TBG's arts based events, and live
performances of storytelling, comedy and music. There will be plenty of opportunity to network and share
ideas, including an Open Space session for participants to raise issues, discuss and share their
knowledge.
Workshops to support groups to engage their community through the arts will be held in the afternoon
on:
 Arts and crafts waste busting activities.
 The role of humour and comedy.
 Working with young people using theatre and the creative arts.
 Using Forum Theatre for exploring solutions.
 Planning and evaluating arts climate conversation events.
Following this event, all feedback and any next steps will be incorporated into this report for the benefit of
Renew Wales and people interested in creative climate communications.
The Trustees of TBG would like to thank everyone who has contributed to our programme of Arts based
Climate Crisis events. In particular we’d like to thank Jasmine Dale for the huge amount of work she has
undertaken to evaluate the project and to produce this toolkit. We are also indebted to Renew Wales for
their support in developing this project.
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